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Anja's
story...
Written by Anja's parents
Anja’s diagnosis happened very young as we were referred to a paediatrician in the early days. Initially
Anja “failed to thrive” – struggling with feeding, and this combined with a rash was the supposed reason
for referral. When we met with the consultant, it transpired that our GP had concerns about facial
features (specifically hypertelorism – a broad nasal bridge) – so the conversation came as a surprise to
us. We were then referred to a genetics team for further investigation that gave us a better
understanding of Anja’s condition.
Anja’s genetic issue was considered unique. Her specific characteristics had not been seen before, and
we had no insights that might help us understand how Anja might develop physically or developmentally.
In the early years, there was one habit that developed, pulling out hair, that has really continued to this
day. Whilst hair pulling has stopped, it was replaced by repetitive scratching leaving open wounds. As
well as this, Anja’s ability to manage her emotions has always been challenging, with often flighty
reactions to situations that would see her shout and scream. Although now a teenager, this type of
behaviour has continued and seems worse, perhaps because she’s that much bigger.

Anja has always struggled with emotional regulation, listening and responding to instruction. When
something was not running to plan or there were changes to routine, we risked Anja shouting and
becoming hugely upset at the situation.
Anja’s difficulties in dealing with change and managing her emotions created various challenges for us.
The need to plan everything to the finest detail meant that spontaneity was out of the window. There was
also the paranoia of being the parent with the screaming child. Overall, it was emotionally draining trying
to support Anja, give her the love and support she needed whilst managing the other issues.
A colleague of Anja’s Dad knew about Anja and had mentioned that someone he knew fundraised for
bibic. This led us to do some online research and ultimately making contact with bibic.

We worked closely with our bibic therapist who watched and listened. Everything we were dealing with
were issues (or similar) to challenges they’d seen before. One last memory from our first visit was our
therapist giving us a very simple technique to help us get Anja to stop doing something. During our first
consultation Anja was flicking the light on and off. We’d asked her to stop, and she was not listening, and
was getting annoyed with us. Our therapist spoke to Anja and instead of saying 'no' or 'stop', they agreed
with her that she could flick the switch another five times, then high fived her after the last time, a simple
lesson in psychology as Anja was happy as she’d “won”.
We’ve visited bibic three times since over the years and we always gain something. Often, it’s a better
understanding of how Anja thinks, or reminders of how we can approach caring for her to get the best
results. But it’s also the feedback from the team. We worry endlessly that we’re not doing enough for
Anja, so it’s reassuring to be able to talk about what we do and get input from people who have a real
understanding.

bibic have provided hugely beneficial guidance and much needed support through challenging periods,
so when we’ve found ourselves in particularly trying periods, it’s been bibic we’ve turned to. Each time
we’ve visited, the team have quickly developed a good understanding of Anja and us as her parents, and
helped with constructive suggestions and guidance, as well as reassuring us that we’re doing well - it
seems small but these things make a huge difference.
Anja has a fabulous sense of humour and can bring a smile to your face with some very dry, amusing
comments! She also takes great pleasure in the simplest of things, she's a constant reminder that we
have so much around us that can make us happy and content. We’re lucky to have a daughter who helps
us see life this way. We’re also rewarded as Anja’s parents on a daily basis as she is the most loving girl.
Anja cares deeply about her family and wants nothing more than to give everyone a cuddle, particularly if
she thinks you’re upset.

